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Magnetic susceptibility of a two-site extended Hubbard Hamiltonian
with arbitrary electron density
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The eigenvalue problem of a two-site extended Hubbard Hamiltonian, which contains the intra-atomic
repulsive term U, the nearest-neighbor repulsive term V, and the hopping term t is solved exactly and the
grand partition function is obtained. The magnetic susceptibility per site is calculated for arbitrary electron
density n ( 2. For the half-filled case (n = 1), it is found that the magnetic susceptibility approaches zero
exponentially as the temperature goes to zero when V is comparable or larger than U. For the non-half-
filled case (n Q 1), the magnetic susceptibility is of Curie form for kT & t, and is of Curie-Weiss form for
U p kT & t when

~

U- V~g4t The. corresponding Curie constants are considerably smaller than those of
the predictions of a simple Hubbard Hamiltonian {V= 0). This may suggest that both V and t are
important in the understanding of the smallness of the Curie constant iri the magnetic susceptibility of the
organic salt NMP-TCNQ(N-methylphenazinium-tetracyanoquinodimethanide).

I. INTRODUCTION

In a previous paper' we have used a two-site
model to study the thermodynamic properties of
a Hubbard linear chain with arbitrary electron
density. A two-site model is used because, when
the number of electrons per site n is not equal
to one, the chemical potential (of a Hubbard mod-
el) as a function of temperature is a complicated
problem' and can be solved for simple models
only. The purpose of Ref. 1 is to explain the ex-
perimental measurement of the magnetic suscep-
tibility of the organic salt NMP-TCNQ (N-methyl-
phenazinium-tetracyanotluinodimethanide) r eported
by Epstein et al. ' The magnetic susceptibility is
of the Curie-Weiss form for some temperature
range that can be explained by the Hubbard mod-
el. But the Curie constant is much smaller than
the theoretical prediction of the widely used half-
iilled-band model. ' Since NMP-TCNQ salt is be-
lieved to have 0.9 electrons per molecule, ex-
tension of the analysis to the non-half-filled case
is important and desirable. ' This is what we have
done in Ref. 1.

Unfortunately, the two-site model cannot explain
the smallness of the Curie constant C either, even
when n= 0.9 is used. Modification of the model is
needed if one tries to give a better theoretical
explanation. Since the nearest-neighbor repulsive
interaction V' is important in some TCNQ salts, '
we extend the two-site model to include this term
in this paper. This is the so-called extended Hub-
bard model. Our' purpose is to find how the inter-
action V can affect the magnitude of C for any
given electron density.

W'e find that when V is small in comparison with
the intramolecular repulsive interaction U, there
is essentially no change in the value of C for all

n —2. But when Vis comparable to U, a big
change occurs and C is reduced to a smaller value
for some range of n. The big change of the mag-
netic susceptibility at low temperatures is due to
the fact that the ground states are different for
the two cases V&U and V&U for &&n&&. The dif-
ference is most easily seen for the special case
when m=1 and the transfer integral t=O in a long
linear chain[see Etl. (1)below]. For V& sU the
ground state consists of one electron at each site, '
while for V& & U the ground state consists of paired
electrons at the alternating sites. The magnetic
susceptibility of this special case has been studied
by Beni and Pincus' and by Tu and Kaplan. They
found that for V& 2U the magnetic susceptibility
is almost the same as that of the case V=O,
while for F& &U the magnetic susceptibility ap-
proaches zero exponentially as the temperature
goes to zero, because of complete cancellation of
the magnetic moments of the paired electrons.
The situation is somewhat different for the non-
half-filled case. Because there is only partial
cancellation of the magnetic moments, the mag-
netic susceptibility retains a Curie form at very
low temperatures with a much smaller Curie con-
stant. We also find that the nonzero transfer
integral t has some effects on the reduction of the
Curie constant.

Physically the two-site Hubbard model is more
appropriate a model for dimerized salts, in which
the electron-transfer amplitude is larger between
molecules within a dimer and smaller between
molecules on adjacent dimers. Therefore it is
natural for us to apply our model to dimerized
salts. However, none of the presently available
susceptibility data of dimerized salts seems to be
of our interest: Li-TCNQ (see Ref. 11) can be
described well by a dimerized tight-band model
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(U = V'= 0); and diethylthiacarbocyanine- TCNQ
(DTC-TCNQ) (see Ref. 12) indicates one electron
per molecule which has been studied by some
authors. ' ' Beni et aE.,

"based on a comparison
between theory and experiment of thermopower,
predict Shat the dimerized triethylammonium-
(TCNQ), [TEA-(TCNQ), ] (see Ref. 16) should have .
a nearly quarter- filled band, i.e., n =2, which
is not easy to be measured directly. A compari-
son between the susceptibility data and our results
would provide another means for determining n.
Unfortunately, those data are not available.
Therefore, while our results may be applicable to
future investigations of dimerized salts, we shall
not discuss dimerized salts in this paper any
further.

The eigenvalue problem of the two-site extended
Hubbard Hamiltonian can be solved exactly. The
grand partition function is then obtained, and the
magnetic susceptibility is calculated for several
ranges of V with n as a parameter. This is done
in Sec. II followed by a discussion in Sec. III.

II. MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY

The extended Hubbard Hamiltonian is usually
written in the form

H=t Q ct»,c~,+U n»»n»»+V Qn»v, »t

where (ij) indicates sum over nearest neighbors
only, c„creates.an electron in site i with spin o,

2
—yB (n,. » -n,.») —i4 n»,

=1
(2)

where y is the magnetic moment of an electron.
The eigenvalue problem of Eq. (2) can be solved
exactly, and there are 16 nondegenerate eigen-
values: 0, + t + yB —p, , U - 2 p, , V- 2 p, , V + 2yB - 2 p, ,
A. ,—2p. , U+2V+t+yB-3p. , and 2U+4V-4p, ,
where X,= 2 (U+ V') + -2'[(U - V)2+ 16t p '. The grand
partition function is easily found as

6S

=1+4e+ (1+e8"' " '«') cosh(pyB) coshpt

+ e28" (e 8U+e 8«[1+2 cosh(2PyB)]+ e 8&+ e-8"-)

+ +28(2tt -U-2F) (3)

where P= 1/kT, and k is the Boltzmann's constant
and T is the temperature. The chemical potential
p, 'is determined by fixing the number of electrons
per site n, which is given by

and n», = c~»&,c»„n» = Z,n», . U is the intramolecular
CouIomh interaction, V is the nearest-neighbor
Coulomb interaction, and t is the transfer integral.
For the two-site model we consider two particular
neighboring sites and allow the number of elec-
trons to vary by introducing the chemical potential
p. in the Hamiltonian. In the presence of an ex-
ternal uniform magnetic field B, the Hamiltonian
of a two-site model is

2

H„=t g (c„c„+c2,c„)+U n»»n»»+Vn, n2
fy =1

=2e"'(e 8"~8 ~8«+ 3e 8" 8 28«coshpt+Ae8»'+ coshpt)

x(e4» 28U 8"+4-e'8" 8" 28« coshpt+2Ae'8" +4e8" coshpt+ I) ',
(4)

where

A = 2 (e 8U+ 3e 8"+ e 8"++e 8&) .
By introducing the fractional band occupancy f
=2n, we rewrite Eq. (4) as
e48»" e~8U-48«(1 f)+e28» e 8U-28«(3 4f ) coshpt

+e282A(1 —2f)+e8" (1 —4f) coshPt —f=0. (5)

Equation (5) determines p as a function of T
(with fixed U, V, and t) for a given f. It is easily
seen that for the half-filled-band case, f = —,', i»,

= —,U+V for all T For other v.alues off, i», is a
function of T which is plotted in Fig. 1 for three
different values off . We have limited ourself in
the narrow-bandwidth limit t/U«1. We see that

p, approaches a constant for large values of PU.
When T is fixed, Eq. (5) gives i», as a function of
f which is plotted in Fig. 2 for PU=5 and 15. We
see that for large values of PU, p, is a slowly
varying function of f, except at f= —,', 2, and 2.
This picture would help us in determining the mag-
netic susceptibility analytically in the limit PU»i.

The magnetic susceptibility per site is given by

2I»( BB )„
2Py2e8"[(1+e8»" v )coshPt4-2e8"~ ]

I +4e8&(i+ e8 & «) coshpt+2Ae28++ e28(2+ U 2«)--
(6)
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FIG. 2. Chemical potential as a function of fractional
filling of band (p/U vs f) for pU=5 and 3.5. U/t=s, n
=1.

From Eqs. (6) and (6), we plotted y'/kX vs T in
Fig. 3 for several values of o. = V/U with f = 0.45.
We see that for n & 1, there are two portions of the
plot that are approximately straight lines. The
slopes (proportional to inverse of Curie constant)
are different for the two portions corresponding
to different electron distributions mentioned in the
Introduction. In fact, from Eqs. (6) and (6) one
can solve X analytically in the limit PU»1 for
certain ranges of V. The results are listed in
Tables I-III. The magnetic susceptibility is of
the Curie-Acies (or Curie) form for most of
the cases, except for the half-filled case (n=1),
whose magnetic susceptibility approaches zero
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FIG. 3. Inverse magnetic susceptibility per site ver-
sus temperature for n=o, 1, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75, and 2.
f=0.45, V=0.17 eV.

exponentially as T goes to zero for
~

U —F~ «4t
and V U»4t (Tables II and III).

III. DISCUSSION

From Tables I-HI, it is easily seen that
when U —V»4t, the magnetic susceptibility is
essentially the same as that of the case V= 0.
Therefore it is not of our interest. In the other
extreme case V- U»4t (including i =0, V& U), the
magnetic susceptibility is of the Curie form with
Curie constant C = (I -n)y'/k for a ~n &1. There-
fore C is greatly reduced when n is close to f
(C~ny /k for V=O). But this requires a large
value of V which may not be realizable in the real
physical system; therefore we shall not discuss
this case any further.

A more interesting case is when
~
U —V

~
«4t.

Under this condition the magnetic susceptibility
can also be greatly reduced, which we will discuss
in a moment. The above condition is much easier
to be satisfied in real physical systems. For a
long linear chain we wouM expect the condition to
become" U —2V «4M2t. Since there are two
nearest neighbors in the long chain, we have to
replace Y by 2V and f by v 2 t. If we take U/t = 6
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TABLE l. Magnetic susceptibility for Pt «1«p U.

Xy

of

0&n~&

-~n& 1
2

1&n~&

—~n&2
2

U-V»4t
(small V)

pt2 )
npy2/1+n P

U —V)

nPy2/ 1+n

»'/ "U V

Pt2
(2 —n)Py / 1+(2—n)—

pt2
(2-n)py2/ 1+ (2 —n)

iU-Vi «4t

t(1+n)/3]Py2

1 + ' )IP2t2 & P(U V))3(1+n)

spy
2 P2t2 l P(U

[(3—n) /3] Py 2

1+ ( )[P2t2—'P(U-V)j
3(3-n)

(2 —n)py'

V-U»4t
{large V)

(1-n)Py2

tt' t 2

2p 2
~

I p
. ~-8(v-ff)

(n —1)Py'

(2 —n)PP

as in the case of NMP-TCNQ, the condition can
be satisfied if V& 3U. Thus for the case of NMP-
TCNQ, if the nearest-neighbor repulsive interac-
tion is greater than one-third of the intramolecu-
lar repulsion, the magnetic susceptibility could
be reduced to a smaller value. We have seen that
the larger the value t is, the looser the condition
on V. Therefore a nonzero t would help the reduc-
tion of the magnetic susceptibility.

When the condition
~
U —V~ «4t is satisfied, the

magnetic susceptibility is of the Curie form in the
low-temperature limit kT «t (Table II). The
Curie constant C = (I -n)y /2kis reduced by a fac-
tor of 12 in comparison with the case V=0 (cf.

Table II, U —V»4f) when n=0 Qis u.sed. (Note
that when n =1, C equals zero in this case). When
n =0.9 is used, we find that the theoretical value
of C (=0.62 x 10 ~' K) is just a little more than one-
third of the experimerital value (1.7 && 10 "K) of
NMP-TCNQ. On the other hand if we match the
value of C with the experiment, we would predict
n=0. 73, which is not too far apart from n=0.9.
We note that relative change of C is large when n
is close to 1. There is also an encouraging sign
that the Curie-Weiss region of NMP-TCNQ (50-
200 K) is approximately in the region kT «t (t
=240 K). At a higher temperature limit U»kT
» t, the magnetic susceptibility is of the Curie-

TABLE II. Magnetic susceptibility for 1«pt«PU.

X~ r
of n

0&n~ ~
Y

—~n& 1
2

n=1

ange
V

O'-V»4t
(small V)

npy2

~(5n- 1)py'

~1(5n-1)py2

s(9 5)P 2 =yPy

iU-Vi«4t

nPy

(1—n)Py2

4 Py2~-8 [2~-(v-v)/2]

V—U»4t
(large V)

nPy

(1-n)Py'

4p 2~-g(v-v)

1&n~ g

& ~n&2

—,(9-5n)py2

(2-n)py'

(n —1)py2

(2 —n)Py2

(n-1)Py2

(2-n)py2
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TABLE DI. Magnetic susceptibility for t =0 and P U

Xt
of n

0&n~ —'
2

—~n& 1
2

nPy'

U-V&0
(sma11 V) U=V

1 (n + 1)Py2

U- V&0
(large V)

(1-n)Py2

- 1&n~—
2

y ~n&0

nPy2

(2-n)Py

(2 —n)Py2

(2 -n)Py2

&(n + 1)Py'
2 p 2

&(3-n)Py'

—,
' (3-n)Py'

(2-n)Py2

2Py2~-gv-0)

(n- 1)Py2

(2-n)Py2

Weiss form with a much larger C = (1+n)y'/3k
for ~~n~1 (Table I). (Note that CNO lor n=1,
and this is entirely due to the effect of f 40.)
If n = 0.9 is used, we find that C =4.0 && 10 "K,
which is more than twice of the experimental val-
ue. But this is a significant improvement over the
case V=O, which predicts C=5.6x10"K.

It seems that numerical comparison between
theory and experiment does not agree well. But
this may be partly due to the fact that a two-site

model is too simple a model to describe the real
physical system. However, we do have an im-
portant conclusion that with some physically
realizable values of V/U and f/U, the Curie con-
stant can be reduced to a smaller value than that
of the prediction of a simple Hubbard model.
This may suggest that both V and t are important
in the understanding of the smallness of the Curie
constant in the magnetic susceptibility of the salt
NMP -TCNQ.
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